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The Spiral Arm has been plunged into chaos, and it’s fallen to the poster boy for the Federation’s ‘Most Wanted’ to save the
galaxy… and turn a profit. Hordes of WarSwarm, a hive-mind of alien AI, have waged war on humanity, launching

overwhelming attacks against federation space and now it falls to you and your ragtag team of Raiders to take them out.

Enlist your most reliable teammates to shoot and loot your way through 9 formidable four player co-op missions, wiping out
swarms of aliens, feds and rival pirate gangs in this deep space, top down, shoot ‘em up.

Hailing from the orbital city of Arcadia, located at the heart of the Far Reach and home to the galaxy’s pirate guilds and
criminal elite, Raiders are infamous hot shot pilots, scavengers and mercenaries.

But working for the feds doesn’t mean you’re about to let all that loot slip between your fingers without a fight, even with a
much greater threat on the horizon.

Collect perks and loot as you clash with mobs of enemies in intense combat and reap the rewards to craft and upgrade your ship.
Customise your spacecraft with tons of combinations to create your perfect loadout, whether you want to be a tank to take the

hits, a support to snatch your comrades from the jaws of death, an agile damage dealer and more.
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Title: RiftStar Raiders
Genre: Action, Indie
Developer:
Climax Studios
Publisher:
Vision Games Publishing LTD
Release Date: 28 Feb, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7 or later

Processor: intel quad 2.66

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: nvidia fx 3800

DirectX: Version 9.0

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 3 GB available space

Sound Card: intel on board

English,Italian,French,German
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Very short, dialogue isn't translated very well, and the story could be fleshed out. Was able to get all outcomes/achievements in
about a half hour. Pick up at $0.99 or less if you'd like to check it out, or just watch YouTube videos.. Awesome game. One part
shoot-em-up, one part fighting game, Senko No Ronde 2 provides intense action and mind games as you and your opponent
swarm eachother with bullets. I highly recommend this game if you are familiar with both game types.

I am running this game on a computer with specs below the minimum, however it is working just fine for me (YOUR
RESULTS MAY VARY).

The negative i see is sometimes you'll be matched with someone and the match is laggy.. Trim someones beard for 10 minutes
and then get bored.. i love love love love this game. all i keep thinking about is MAGIC THE GATHERING ALL LIFE SIZE
IN THIS . cant wait for that . now for this game i would say its game play is like both harth stone and mtg . with some of its own
rules.i love it when you play a spell that are not creatures but a spell spells you your self are the one doing it like a arcan beam or
fire arrows very cool idea since it depends on your aming skills . but ya very happy with it. cant wait for the full game.. Highly
addictive game! Can't stop play it! If you love time management and building games with a fantastic storyline, look no further!
You're in for a treat with Villagers! Sorry to hear some people are having trouble with the game. I have had absolutely no
trouble with the game. It runs very smoothly, without glitches or lags. The sounds are clean and crisp. Got a winner here!...And
money well spent! Great game, Devs! I would love to see more of your work in the near future! Happy Gaming, Everyone!.
They did leave out a bunch of different variations on the world themes and the celebration theme, but I thought they did a good
job with the music.. March 28, 2017- I can't recommend this right now. It's EA, I know, but it was put into EA too early. It feels
like a pre-alpha build. It misses pretty much every mark. Everything about this game is sub-par right now, right down to the
intro screen and menu system. It's so far off the mark that I couldn't bring myself to play it for more than a few minutes.

Don't touch this one unless you're willing to leave the game on a shelf for about 2 years, or possibly forever, depending on what
the developers choose to do with this game. Hopefully they keep working on it, but right now... only pick it up if you like to
support indie developers.

A generous 2\/10.. \u5e7d\u970a \u306a\u3093\u3066 \u6016\u304f\u306a\u3044, \u7e1e\u30d1\u30f3\u306f\u6700\u9ad8.
HTC Vive owner... I kept meaning to get the original Final Approach. I finally got FA: Pilot Edition so I'll have both versions.
I've just played Pilot Edition so far. It's fun and very pretty. It's got that "I just want to land a few more planes before I turn it
off feel".

Definitely a really good VR game. Now I want to go play with the original standing HTC Vive version.

Pay attention to "controller support" part--it really does want a game controller (my PS4 one worked fine through USB). There
are many different kinds of planes, plus helicopters.

(My only complaint is that it's challenging to try to stay lined up with the planes as I land. As a result I get a just a tiny bit of
motion sickness there--nothing that forced me to stop and I'm pretty sensitve to that kind of thing.). This is not really a *very*
good game, but a passable one, and it's short enough that its drawbacks don't have time to manifest fully.

I liked the variety of missions (there are four types, which is three more than your typical SHMUP). I like the feeling of
controls, more or less, and of impact of weapons (much better than, say, M.A.C.E.). But a lot of things are very *meh*.

While you have access to 12 ships, you don't *need* them, as they are not different enough. Just save a bit of money and buy
the last one: it has the best armor and shooting power combo, and the special attack is nice.

Additional weapons also seem to be of limited usefullnes. The repair drone is a very good choice. Everything esle is less so.

The randomizing of enemies on levels removes the frustration if you have to replay a level, but leads to blandness: there are not
enemy patterns here, though random combinations sometimes force you to weave and dodge.

Bullets are mostly visible against the background in space, but in planetary levels, they are often not - a grave sin in this genre!
Fortunately, there are only a few such levels.
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The levels are reasonably hard, but since the game is very forgiving and both gives you several lives AND allow to only replay
the latest level if you spend all lives, you won't really have any problems. Bosses are boring and unmemorable: they pretty much
follow the same pattern.

All in all, it's an OK game to kill a few evenings, but if you're looking for a GREAT shoot em up, better check out Xenoraid or
Drifting Lands.
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This game might be for you - It's a real tough call.

To start off with - I've loved this artist for years and was excited to see that they made a game and it's just as beautiful as I
imagined but there are some consequential downsides to the game:
PROS:

+ It works: Seriously, I bought 2 other Big-name games this sale and this was the ONLY one that works and also doesn't have a
lot of system requirements or bugs or etc.

+ It's beautiful: As I said before, this artist is one of my favorites. The colors, lines, backgrounds, characters - even simplistic
mouth animations are very well done. It might not be high-art, but as a video game, it's gorgeous.

+ It's refreshing: This person really has a passion and a culture that is different from all other games out there. There's so many
unique things, the game's charm is really in how you are in a different world, truly learning and exploring.

+ There's more to it than what the pictures show: It's not just an option choosing game - it's also a point and click game that adds
a little more depth where you can choose to introduce new items or not or interact with it differently somewhat ala telltale.
There also seems to be an item combining system which the game doesn't explain and it doesn't seem to be implemented yet, but
more on that in the cons.

CONS:
- Difficult to Understand: For a story game that's mostly told in text - this is a HUGE problem. I'm sure it's better in Russian,
but for English speakers - I had a LOT of difficulty understanding what was going on. They quickly pile on new Races, Places,
Items, Titles, words, just so many words that are new and they don't explain them explicitly. The upside is sometimes it adds the
words and explains them in a dictionary menu, but sometimes they don't and you just have to just go on without knowing what a
velvale is. I didn't realize this until my second play through, and I still don't know what some of the words mean. Perhaps if they
slowly introduced words to you - or explain them right away it would make sense but they just use all these new words and
phrases constantly and there's not enough context to understand (or at least for me, it didn't).
Also, the English translation is pretty rough and sometimes sounds very unnatural, but it's a good first attempt for someone who
English is not the first language.. you can at least gather the main points of what's going on.

- It's Short: I beat it in about an hour initially. Don't get me wrong, short games are fun and sometimes are exactly what you have
time for, but I stopped to read every single detail (which sometimes were difficult to understand), but it's very easy to get
through and the story itself felt really really short and just lightly introduced you to characters, you don't really do much outside
of that. You CAN go through and play the other options and unlike telltale the stories divide A LOT. Like, I got so much more
from playing through it twice and choosing other options. However, as it is only chapter 1 and your options reflect how later
chapters run, I'm not sure if this will cause an issue or will just give you a lot more times to play through, making ?x1 hour
chapters into 4 times the amount of playthroughs to explore the world and characters more.

So in my opinion, I think it's still worth getting if the cons didn't turn you off. I will continue to buy each chapter, but I think it
would have been a lot better in my eyes if I had a few chapters to play to get a little more into the game.. Its honestly hilarious!
The translation is not the best, but the unintended hilarious dialogue makes this game one of my all time favorites.. Awesome!
Works very Good. Love this Game!. No option to invert Y-axis and does not work with Polynomial or Sakasa.

A couple years ago the developer promised an update to remedy this and it never happened.. It's pretty gay.. The fact games like
this have positive ratings at the time of writing this review, is an indication of the low standards set for games on Steam these
days and the troll reviews that come with it.

This game is nothing more than an idle process as you wait for achievements to pop. It's made even worse by the fact the
developer has 2 premium DLC's which speed up this process but add nothing more to this poor excuse for a "game".

Not to mention the fact that this game is simply a re-upload of an old game by the same name, possibly made by the same
person under a different name.

It takes around 40-50 hours to fully idle the game in around 5-6 increments of idling for 8 hours at a time (the time in which it
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takes to dry the paint on the wall).. + Beautiful graphics (the only hook that made me buy the game)
+ Price
+ Cute
+ Music
- Really REALLY clunky and annoying controls - you don't feel you are in control, your character slowly falls off stairs, jumps
randomly etc.
- Physics (cute kittens and enemies are blocking you and each other). For example it is very tricky to pass under the checkpoint
saver because of that)
- AI - the kittens set off traps that onehit kill them and you, enemies steal your kittens and you are not able to follow because of
the physics
- Repetitivness - you have to repeat the stages over and over again, not because you need to GIT GUD, but because of some
physics glitch that killed off your kitten (or you)
- Cute kittens cannot jump, so you have to grab one to jump with them. Meanwhile the other steps on a trap and kills itself.
Restart. Grab one, tell it to stay, grab second, do a tricky jump, tell it to stay, grab the first one, do a tricky jump, release it, grab
nr. 2, tell it to follow, rescue third - you see a gate, possible end of the level - HURRAH! you go through that gate only to see
your kitty being crushed by said gate. Restart. Grab each kitty, tell it to wait, grab first one, tricky jump, grab nr.2, tricky jump,
rescue third, avoid gate, giant rat kills you in 2 blows. Restart. Grab one, tell it to stay... you get the idea. And THAT IS ONLY
THE FIRST LEVEL AFTER PROLOGUE!
You cannot get better, because the controls feel so unresponsive and random, kittens keep killing themselves and you keep
killing the same rat and jumping the same log over and over and over and over and over and over...

Respects to the author for making this, but in this state it looks rather like an asset demo than a full game. If the controls are
polished and the cats are no more pain in the\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 and the gameplay is fun instead of boring and
repetitive, I would gladly pay 10 EUR for such a game.... It's a good bird game and even has a frog that says "hey.". A simple
pick up and drive game with no bells and whistles. The main thing is how the driving feels - not easy to program a good "feel,"
and now with gamepad support the controls really are fun. Impressive stuff.

My only request, which I think is quite important, is that currently there is no way to drift (handbrake) for corners. It's not a
drifting game and it certainly shouldn't be the focus. But the current controls, with the addition to drift on occasion round tight
corners would be an excellent addition. No need to over do it, but drifing, when necessary on difficult corners would make the
already good feel, excellent.

In summary, it's well worth the money and genuine fun in it's current state. As development is on going it can only get better. I
am very glad I got this gem of a racing game. It's all about the driving, as it should be, no flashy nonsense or annoying
"announcers." Pick up and drive that's it, and that's a big plus in my book.
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